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Abstract. We discuss how the existence of a regular Lagrangian description on the
tangent bundle TQ of some configuration space Q allows for the construction of a linear
structure on TQ that can be considered as “adapted” to the given dynamical system.
The fact then that many dynamical systems admit alternative Lagrangian descriptions
opens the possibility to use the Weyl scheme to quantize the system in different non
equivalent ways, ”evading”, so to speak, the von Neumann uniqueness theorem.
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1. Introduction
The main purpose of this Note is to discuss how the existence of a regular Lagrangian
description L on the tangent bundle TQ of some configuration space Q, can allow,
under suitable assumptions that will be discussed shortly below, for the “dynamical”
construction of a linear structure on TQ that can be considered as “adapted” to the
given dynamical system. If and when this is possible, one obtains a new action of the
group R2n (n = dimQ) on TQ and, as will be shown, the Lagrangian two-form ωL can
be put explicitly in canonical Darboux form. One can then follow the Weyl procedure
[1] to quantize the dynamics, by realizing the associated Weyl system on the Hilbert
space of square-integrable functions on a suitable Lagrangian submanifold of TQ.
The fact that many dynamical systems admit genuinely alternative§ Lagrangian
descriptions [2] poses an interesting question, namely: assume that a given dynamical
system admits alternative Lagrangian descriptions with more than one regular
Lagrangian. According to what has been outlined above, one will possibly obtain
different actions (realizations) of the group R2n on TQ that in general will not be
linearly related. Then, it will be possible to quantize “a` la” Weyl the system in two
different ways, thereby obtaining different Hilbert space structures on spaces of square-
integrable functions on different Lagrangian submanifolds (actually what appears as a
Lagrangian submanifold in one scheme need not be such in the other. Moreover, the
Lebesgue measures will be different in the two cases). The occurrence of this situation
seems then to offer the possibility of, so-to-speak,”evading” the von Neumann theorem
[3] and this is one of the topics to be discussed in this Note.
Before embarking in the general discussion, we recall here some known facts about
the possibility of defining alternative (i.e. not linearly related) linear structures on a
vector space and/or of using the linear structure of a vector space to endow with a linear
structure manifolds that are related to the given vector space.
2. Alternative linear structures
Let E be a (real or complex) linear vector space. A (not necessarily linear)
diffeomorphism:
φ : E ↔M (1)
with M a manifold (possibly M = E) allows us to ”import” a linear structure from E
to M . In particular, if M = E, we can define an alternative linear structure on E itself.
To do so, we proceed by defining:
• Addition of u, v ∈M as:
u+(φ) v =: φ(φ
−1 (u) + φ−1 (v)). (2)
§ I.e. not differing merely by the addition of a total time derivative to the Lagrangian.
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• Multiplication by a scalar λ ∈ R or C of u ∈M as:
λ ·(φ) u =: φ
(
λφ−1 (u)
)
. (3)
These operations have all the usual properties of addition and multiplication by a
scalar. In particular:
(λλ′) ·(φ) u = λ ·(φ)
(
λ′ ·(φ) u
)
(4)
and: (
u+(φ) v
)
+(φ) w = u+(φ)
(
v +(φ) w
)
. (5)
Indeed, e.g.:
λ ·(φ)
(
λ′ ·(φ) u
)
= φ
(
λφ−1
(
λ′ ·(φ) u
))
= φ
(
λλ′φ−1 (u)
)
= (λλ′) ·(φ) u (6)
which proves (4), and similarly for (5). 
To every linear structure there is associated in a canonical way a dilation (or
Liouville) field ∆ which is the infinitesimal generator of dilations (and in fact defines [4]
the linear structure). Therefore, in the framework of the new linear structure, it makes
sense to consider the mapping:
Ψ : M × R→ M (7)
via:
Ψ (u, t) =: et ·(φ) u =: u (t) , (8)
i.e.:
u (t) = φ
(
etφ−1(u)
)
. (9)
Property (4) ensures that:
Ψ (u (t′) , t) = Ψ (u, t+ t′) , (10)
i.e. that (8) is indeed a one-parameter group. Then, the infinitesimal generator of the
group is defined as:
∆ (u) =
[
d
dt
u(t)
]
t=0
=
[
d
dt
φ
(
etφ−1(u)
)]
t=0
. (11)
Explicitly, in components:
∆ = ∆i
∂
∂ui
(12)
and:
∆i =
[
∂φi (w)
∂wj
wj
]
w=φ−1(u)
. (13)
In other words, if we denote by ∆0 = w
i∂/∂wi the Liouville field associated with the
standard linear structure on E:
∆ = φ∗∆0, (14)
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where φ∗ denotes, as usual, the push-forward.
Remark. If M = E and φ is a linear (and invertible) map, then (13) yields:
∆i = ui, i.e.:
φ∗∆0 = ∆0. (15)
Examples.
We shall discuss here a couple of examples. Other simple examples are described
in the Appendix.
• As a first example, consider T ∗R with coordinates (q, p) and the standard symplectic
form ω = dq ∧ dp. The linear structure is defined by the dilation (Liouville) field:
∆ = q
∂
∂q
+ p
∂
∂p
(16)
and is such that:
i∆ω = qdp− pdq =: 2θ (17)
and: ω = dθ. Another relevant structure that can be constructed is the complex
structure, that is defined by the (1, 1) tensor field:
J = dp⊗ ∂
∂q
− dq ⊗ ∂
∂p
, (18)
which satisfies J2 = −I (the identity) and, being constant, has a vanishing Nijenhuis
tensor [5]: NJ = 0. Notice that:
J ◦ ω = g, (19)
where g is the (2, 0) tensor:
g = dq ⊗ dq + dp⊗ dp, (20)
i.e. a (Euclidean) metric tensor, and: g (·, ·) = ω (J ·, ·).
Remark. In this way we have defined three structures on a cotangent bundle
(actually on the cotangent bundle of a vector space), namely a symplectic structure,
a complex structure and a metric tensor. It should be clear from, e.g., eq. (19)
that, given, say, g, we can define in turn the complex structure as:
J = g ◦ ω−1. (21)
In other words, the three structures are not independent: given any two of them
the third one is defined in terms of the previous ones [6].
We recall now [2] that with any (1, 1) tensor field S with vanishing Nijenhuis tensor
one can associate an antiderivation dS of degree one satisfying‖ d2S = 0 and that
‖ As a consequence of the Nijenhuis condition NS = 0.
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acts in particular on functions as: (dSf) (X) = df (S ·X) with X any vector field,
or:
dSf = Ŝ · df, (22)
with Ŝ denoting the action of S on forms. Then it is easy to prove that:
θ =
1
2
dJ
(
1
2
(
p2 + q2
))
(23)
and hence also:
ω =
1
2
ddJ
(
1
2
(
p2 + q2
))
. (24)
Consider now the dynamics of the 1D harmonic oscillator that, in appropriate units,
is described, as is well known, by the vector field:
Γ = p
∂
∂q
− q ∂
∂p
, (25)
which is ω-Hamiltonian: iΓω = dH with Hamiltonian: H = (q
2 + p2) /2. Notice
that:
Γ = J (∆) . (26)
Consider the the nonlinear change of coordinates [7]: (q, p)→ (Q,P ) with:
Q = q (1 + f (H))
P = p (1 + f (H)) .
(27)
Under very mild assumptions on the function f (H) the mapping (27) will be
smooth and invertible with a smooth inverse. One might assume, e.g., that f (·) be
nonnegative and monotonically increasing for positive argument. Then, as:
H ′ =:
1
2
(
Q2 + P 2
)
= H (1 + f (H))2 , (28)
one can solve for H and invert the mapping as:
q =
Q
1 + φ (H ′)
(29)
and similarly for p, with: φ (H ′) =: f (H (H ′)).
It is not hard to see that the 1D harmonic oscillator, whose dynamics is now given
by:
Γ = P
∂
∂Q
−Q ∂
∂P
, (30)
will be again Hamiltonian with respect to the symplectic form:
ω′ = dQ ∧ dP, (31)
with H ′ as Hamiltonian. One can define now a new Liouville field ∆′ via:
i∆′ω
′ = QdP − PdQ (32)
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(hence a new linear structure) and a new complex structure:
J ′ = dP ⊗ ∂
∂Q
− dQ⊗ ∂
∂P
, (33)
and it is clear that:
Γ = J (∆) = J ′ (∆′) . (34)
In this way we have two different and nonlinearly related linear structures on
T ∗R ≈ R2¶. The 2D translation group R2 is realized then in two different ways,
generated by the vector fields ∂/∂q and ∂/∂p in one case and by ∂/∂Q and
∂/∂P in the other. One interesting consequence of this is that one obtains two
different ways of defining the Fourier transform+. In particular, when considering
square-integrable functions in L2 (R
2), functions that are square-integrable in one
coordinate system need not be so in the other, as the two Lebesgue measures are
related by a non-constant Jacobian∗.
To be more explicit, let us choose the transformation
q = Q(1 + λR2)
p = P (1 + λR2)
, (35)
with R2 = P 2 +Q2, which can be inverted as
Q = qK(r)
P = pK(r)
, (36)
where r2 = p2+q2, and the positive functionK(r) is given by the relationR = rK(r)
and satisies the equation λr2K(r)3 +K(r)− 1 = 0. It is not difficult to check that∣∣∣∣∣ ∂∂Q∂
∂P
∣∣∣∣∣ = A
∣∣∣∣∣ ∂∂q∂
∂p
∣∣∣∣∣ (37)
where
A ≡
∣∣∣∣∣ 1 + λ(3Q2 + P 2) 2λPQ2λPQ 1 + λ(Q2 + 3P 2)
∣∣∣∣∣ (38)
=
∣∣∣∣∣ 1 + λK(r)2(3q2 + p2) 2λK(r)2pq2λK(r)2pq 1 + λK(r)2(q2 + 3p2)
∣∣∣∣∣
The integral curves in the plane (q, p) of the vector fields ∂
∂Q
, ∂
∂P
are shown in Figure
1.
The vector fields ∂
∂q
, ∂
∂p
generate the standard translation group in R2 associated to
the linear structure:∣∣∣∣∣ qp
∣∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣∣ q′p′
∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣ q + q′p+ p′
∣∣∣∣∣ (39)
¶ The dynamics of the harmonic oscillator will be compatible with both.
+ Remember that the Fourier transform plays a central roˆle in the implementation of the Weyl
quantization scheme.
∗ Indeed: ∂ (Q,P ) /∂(q, p) = (1 + f (H)) (1 + f (H) + 2Hf ′ (H)) ≡ dH ′/dH .
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Figure 1. The integral curves in the plane (q, p) of the vector fields ∂
∂Q
, ∂
∂P
.
The alternative linear structure associated to the realization of the translation group
by means of the vector fields ∂
∂Q
, ∂
∂P
is instead given by:∣∣∣∣∣ qp
∣∣∣∣∣+(K)
∣∣∣∣∣ q′p′
∣∣∣∣∣ = S(r, r′)
∣∣∣∣∣ K(r)q +K(r′)q′K(r)p+K(r′)p′
∣∣∣∣∣ ,
S(r, r′) ≡ 1 + λ[K(r)2r2 +K(r′)2r′2 + 2K(r)K(r′)(qq′ + pp′)].
(40)
Finally we notice also that∣∣∣∣∣ dqdp
∣∣∣∣∣ = A
∣∣∣∣∣ dQdP
∣∣∣∣∣ . (41)
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Hence the two symplectic structures ω = dq ∧ dp and ω′ = dQ ∧ dP ≡ ωK with
respect to which the vector field (34) is Hamiltonian are related by
ω = Dω′ , D ≡ detA (42)
and define two different Poisson brackets, {·, ·} and {·, ·}K such that
{f, g}K = D {f, g}. (43)
• A second example that we shall discuss briefly here is borrowed from Quantum
Mechanics, and has to do with a ”superposition principle” (better, a composition
rule) for pure states [8]. Given a Hilbert space H, the space of pure states is the
(complex) projective Hilbert space PH whose ”points” are the one-dimensional
projectors of the form: ρ = |ψ〉〈ψ| , ψ ∈ H, 〈ψ|ψ〉 = 1. For finite-dimensional
Hilbert spaces, H ≈ Cn for some n and PH ≈ CPn−1. In particular, for a two-level
system the projective Hilbert space can be identified with the two-sphere S2 (the
Bloch sphere). It is pretty obvious that PH is not a vector space. Indeed, e.g.,
projectors are rank-one operators, while a generic linear combination of projectors
is a rank-two operator. However, one can define a rule for combining pure states
as follows. Select a ”fiducial” vector |ψ0〉 in the unit sphere in the Hilbert space
and the associated ”fiducial” pure state ρ0 = |ψ0〉〈ψ0|. Given then any two pure
states ρ1 and ρ2 , and assuming that they are not orthogonal♯ to ρ0, we can form
the linear combination:
|ψ〉 = c1ρ1|ψ0〉+ c2ρ2|ψ0〉; c1, c2 ∈ C (44)
and then the pure state:
ρ =
|ψ〉〈ψ|
〈ψ|ψ〉 =
(c1ρ1|ψ0〉+ c2ρ2|ψ0〉) (c1〈ψ0|ρ1 + c2〈ψ0|ρ2)
‖c1ρ1|ψ0〉+ c2ρ2|ψ0〉‖2
. (45)
This procedure will define a composition rule (not a linear superposition, of course)
for pure states. It will depend on the choice of the fiducial vector (i.e. of ρ0 and of a
phase factor), but also on the linear structure of the underlying vector space. Even if
|ψ0〉 is kept fixed, alternative linear structures in H (or Cn for a system with a finite
number of levels) will define therefore alternative composition rules on the projective
Hilbert space.
Remark. The case of a two-level system (when PH ≈ S2) offers another interesting
possibility. Indeed†† one can induce a linear structure on the punctured sphere via
stereographic projection from R2. In this way, projecting from the ”excluded” point
(the projector orthogonal to ρ0) on can induce a truly linear structure on the space of
pure states of a two-level system, provided one excludes a single (pure) state.
♯ In the case of a two-level system, this will require excluding from the Bloch sphere the point antipodal
to ρ0.
††See the last example discussed in the Appendix.
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3. Linear Structures Associated to Regular Lagrangians
A regular Lagrangian L will define the symplectic structure on TQ:
ωL = dθL = d
(
∂L
∂ui
)
∧ dqi; θL =
(
∂L
∂ui
)
dqi. (46)
We look now [9] for Hamiltonian vector fields Xj , Y
j such that:
iXjωL = −d
(
∂L
∂uj
)
, iY jωL = dq
j (47)
which implies, of course:
LXjωL = LY jωL = 0. (48)
Explicitly:
iXjωL =
(
LXj
∂L
∂ui
)
dqi − d
(
∂L
∂ui
)(
LXjq
i
)
(49)
and this implies:
LXjq
i = δij , LXj
∂L
∂ui
= 0. (50)
Similarly:
iY jωL =
(
LY j
∂L
∂ui
)
dqi − d
(
∂L
∂ui
)(
LY jq
i
)
(51)
and this implies in turn:
LY jq
i = 0, LY j
∂L
∂ui
= δji . (52)
Using then the identity:
i[Z,W ] = LZ ◦ iW − iW ◦ LZ , (53)
we obtain, whenever both Z and W are Hamiltonian (iZωL = dgZ and similarly for
W ):
i[Z,W ]ωL = d (LZgW ) . (54)
Taking now: (Z,W ) = (Xi, Xj), (Xi, Y
j) or (Y i, Y j), the Lie derivative of the
Hamitonian of every field with respect to any other field is either zero or a constant
(actually unity). Therefore:
i[Z,W ]ωL = 0 whenever [Z,W ] = [Xi, Xj ] ,
[
Xi, Y
j
]
,
[
Y i, Y j
]
, (55)
which proves that:
[Xi, Xj] =
[
Xi, Y
j
]
=
[
Y i, Y j
]
= 0. (56)
This defines an infinitesimal action of an Abelian Lie group on TQ. If this integrates
to an action of the group R2n (dimQ = n) that is free and transitive, this will define a
new vector space structure on TQ that is ”adapted” to the Lagrangian two-form ωL.
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Spelling now explicitly eq.ns (50) and (52) we find that Xj and Y
j must be of the
form:
Xj =
∂
∂qj
+ (Xj)
k ∂
∂uk
, Y j =
(
Y j
)k ∂
∂uk
; (Xj)
k ,
(
Y j
)k ∈ F (TQ) (57)
and that:
LXj
∂L
∂ui
= 0⇒ ∂
2L
∂ui∂qj
+ (Xj)
k ∂
2L
∂ui∂uk
= 0 (58)
and:
LY j
∂L
∂ui
= δij ⇒
(
Y j
)k ∂2L
∂ui∂uk
= δji . (59)
Therefore, the Hessian being not singular by assumption, (Y j)
k
is the inverse of the
Hessian matrix, while (Xj)
k can be obtained algebraically from Eqn.(58).
Defining dual forms (αi, βi) via:
αi (Xj) = δ
i
j , α
i
(
Y j
)
= 0 (60)
and similarly:
βi
(
Y j
)
= δji , βi (Xj) = 0. (61)
Testing then the identity:
dθ (Z,W ) = LZ (θ(W )− LW (θ (Z))− θ ([Z,W ]) (62)
on the pairs (Z,W ) = (Xi, Xj), (Xi, Y
j), (Y i, Y j), one proves immediately that the dual
forms are all closed.
Moreover, it is also immediate to see that:
αi = dqi (63)
and:
βi = d
(
∂L
∂ui
)
(64)
and that the symplectic form can be written as:
ωL = βi ∧ αi. (65)
Basically, what this means is that, to the extent that the definition of vector fields
and dual forms is global, we have found in this way a global Darboux chart.
3.1. Examples of Adapted Linear Structures for Lagrangian Systems
• For the ”standard” Lagrangian:
L =1
2
δiju
iuj − U (q) (66)
the solution is of course the standard one, i.e.:
Xj =
∂
∂qj
, Y j = δjk
∂
∂uk
. (67)
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• A particle in a (time-independent) magnetic field −→B = ∇×−→A . The corresponding
second-order vector field is given by (e = m = c = 1):
Γ = ui
∂
∂qi
+ δisǫijku
jBk
∂
∂us
(68)
and the equations of motion are:
dqi
dt
= ui,
dui
dt
= δirǫrjku
jBk , i = 1, 2, 3. (69)
The Lagrangian is given in turn by :
L = 1
2
δiju
iuj + uiAi. (70)
Hence:
θL =
∂L
∂ui
dqi =
(
δiju
j + Ai
)
dqi (71)
and the symplectic form is‡:
ωL = −dθL = δijdqi ∧ duj − 1
2
εijkB
idqj ∧ dqk. (72)
The field Γ satisfies:
iΓωL = dH, (73)
with the Hamiltonian:
H =
1
2
δiju
iuj. (74)
Now it is easy to see that:
Xj =
∂
∂qj
− δik∂Ak
∂qj
∂
∂ui
, (75)
while:
Y j = δjk
∂
∂uk
. (76)
Dual forms αi, βi, i = 1, ..., n = dimQ are defined as:〈
αi|Xj
〉
= δij ,
〈
αi|Y j〉 = 0,
〈βi|Xj〉 = 0,
〈
βi|Y j
〉
= δji ,
(77)
and one finds easily:
αi = dqi,
βi = δijdU
j , U j =: uj + δjkAk.
(78)
Notice that in this way the Cartan form (71) acquires the form:
θL = πidq
i, (79)
where:
πi = δiju
j + Ai, (80)
‡ As: θL = θ(0)L +A, θ(0)L = δijujdqi, A = Aidqi, then: dA =: B = 12εijkBidqj ∧dqk, and: ωL = ω0−B.
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and the symplectic form becomes:
ωL = dq
i ∧ dπi. (81)
It appears therefore that the mapping:
φ : (q, u)→ (Q,U) , (82)
with:
Qi = qi
U i = ui + δikAk,
(83)
(hence: πi = δijU
j) provides us with a symplectomorphism that reduces ωL to the
canonical form, i.e. that the chart (Q,U) is a Darboux chart ”adapted” to the
vector potential
−→
A .
The mapping (83) is clearly invertible, and:
∂qi
∂Qj
= δij,
∂qi
∂U j
= 0, (84)
while:
∂ui
∂U j
= δij ,
∂ui
∂Qj
= −δik ∂Ak
∂Qj
, (85)
Ak (q) ≡ Ak (Q). But then:
Xj =
∂
∂Qj
, Y j = δjk
∂
∂Uk
, (86)
as well as:
αi = dQi, βi = dπi = δijdU
j . (87)
The push-forward of the Liouville field: ∆0 = q
i∂/∂qi + ui∂/∂ui will be then:
∆ = φ∗∆0 = Q
i ∂
∂Qi
+
[
U i + δik
(
Qj
∂Ak
∂Qj
− Ak
)]
∂
∂U i
. (88)
Remarks.
(i) As remarked previously: φ∗∆0 = ∆0 whenever the vector potential is homogeneous
of degree one in the coordinates (constant magnetic field) an hence the mapping
(83) is linear.
(ii) For an arbitrary vector potential the linear structure ∆ depends on the gauge choice.
This is a consequence of the mapping (83) being also gauge-dependent, which means
in turn that every choice of gauge will define a different linear structure. The
symplectic form (81) will be however gauge-independent.
(iii) Denoting collectively the old and new coordinates as (q, u) and (Q,U) respectively,
eq. (83) defines a mapping:
(q, u)
φ→ (Q,U) . (89)
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It is then a straightforward application of the definitions (2) and (3) to show that
the rules of addition and multiplication by a constant become, in this specific case:
(Q,U) +(φ) (Q
′, U ′) = (Q+Q′, U + U ′ + [A (Q+Q′)− (A(Q) + A(Q′))]) , (90)
and:
λ ·(φ) (Q,U) = (λQ, λU + [A (λQ)− λA (Q)]) . (91)
In particular, with λ = et, the infinitesimal version of (91) yields precisely the
infinitesimal generator (88) and, if the vector potential is, as in the case of a
constant magnetic field, homogeneous of degree one in the coordinates, all the
terms in square brackets in eq.ns (90) and (91) vanish identically, as expected.
(iv) Notice that the origin of the new linear structure is given by: φ (0, 0) = (0, A (0))
and, correctly: 0 ·(φ) (Q,U) = (0, A (0)) ∀ (Q,U) as well as: λ ·(φ) (0, A(0)) =
(0, A (0)) ∀λ. Moreover: (Q,U) + (0, A (0)) = (Q,U) ∀ (Q,U). Finally, the
difference between any two points (Q,U) and (Q′, U ′) must be understood as:
(Q,U)−(φ) (Q′, U ′) =: (Q,U) +(φ)
(
(−1) ·(φ) (Q′, U ′)
)
(92)
and, because of: (−1) ·(φ) (Q′, U ′) = (−Q′,−U ′ + A (Q′) + A (−Q′)), we finally get:
(Q,U)−(φ) (Q′, U ′) = (Q−Q′, U − U ′ + A(Q−Q′) + A (Q′)− A (Q)). (93)
Again, if Q′ = Q,U ′ = U, (Q,U)−(φ) (Q,U) = (0, A (0)).
If we work with the standard Euclidean metric, there is actually no need to
distinguish between uppercase and lowercase indices (Qi =: δijQ
j = Qi etc.). Then,
the push-forward of the dynamical vector field is:
Γ˜ = φ∗Γ =
(
U i − Ai) ∂
∂Qi
+
(
Uk −Ak) ∂Ak
∂Qi
∂
∂U i
(94)
and is Hamiltonian with respect to the symplectic form (81) with the Hamitonian:
H˜ = φ∗H =
1
2
δij
(
U i − Ai) (U j − Aj) . (95)
• In particular, for a constant magnetic field B = (0, 0, B) with, e.g., the vector
potential in the symmetric gauge:
−→
A =
B
2
(−q2, q1, 0) = 1
2
−→
B ×−→r , −→B = Bk̂ ⇒ Ai = 1
2
εijkB
jqk, (96)
X1 =
∂
∂q1
− B
2
∂
∂u2
, X2 =
∂
∂q2
+
B
2
∂
∂u1
, X3 =
∂
∂q3
, (97)
αi = dqi (98)
and:
β1 = du
1 − B
2
dq2, β2 = du
2 +
B
2
dq1, β3 = du
3, (99)
while (see above) ∆ = ∆0, as expected.
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According to eq.ns (83) and (69), the equations of motion in the new coordinates
are given by:
d
dt
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Q1
Q2
U1
U2
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ = G
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Q1
Q2
U1
U2
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ , (100)
where:
G =
∥∥Gi j∥∥ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
0 B/2 1 0
−B/2 0 0 1
−B2/4 0 0 B/2
0 −B2/4 −B/2 0
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ . (101)
In other words (cfr. Eqn.(82)):
φ∗Γ =
(
U1 +
B
2
Q2
)
∂
∂Q1
+
(
U2 − B
2
Q1
)
∂
∂Q2
+
B
2
(
U2 − B
2
Q1
)
∂
∂U1
− B
2
(
U1 +
B
2
Q2
)
∂
∂U2
.
(102)
As the transformation (83) is not a point-transformation§, it comes to no surprise
that the transformed vector field is no more a second-order field in the new
coordinates. However, φ∗Γ is still Hamiltonian with respect to the symplectic
form φ∗ωL = dQ
i ∧ dUi with Hamiltonian:
φ∗H =
1
2
δij(U
i − δikAk)(U j − δjkAk). (103)
Spelled out explicitly, the equations of motion in the (Q,U) coordinates are:
dQ1
dt
= U1 +
B
2
Q2 ,
dQ2
dt
= U2 − B
2
Q1,
dU1
dt
=
B
2
(
U2 − B
2
Q1
)
,
dU2
dt
= −B
2
(
U1 +
B
2
Q2
)
.
(104)
Hence:
dU1
dt
=
B
2
dQ2
dt
,
dU2
dt
= −B
2
dQ1
dt
.
(105)
Therefore:
χ1 =: U
1 − B
2
Q2 and: χ2 = U
2 +
B
2
Q1 (106)
§ It is the identity on the base and acts only along the fibers.
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are constants of the motion‖, and this allows an easy integration of the equations of
motion. Indeed, using (106) one finds at once:
dQ1
dt
= χ1 +BQ
2,
dQ2
dt
= χ2 − BQ1.
(107)
and, setting:
Q1 (t) =
χ2
B
+ Q˜1 (t) , Q2 (t) = −χ1
B
+ Q˜2 (t) , (108)
the Q˜i’s obey the equations:
dQ˜1
dt
= BQ˜2,
dQ˜2
dt
= −BQ˜1 ⇒ d
2Q˜i
dt2
+B2Q˜i = 0, i = 1, 2. (109)
These integrate easily and, using again eq.ns (104), the final result is:∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Q1 (t)
Q2 (t)
U1 (t)
U2 (t)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ = F (t)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Q1
Q2
U1
U2
,
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (110)
where: Q1 = Q1 (0) etc., and F (t) =: exp {tG} is given explicitly by:
F (t) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1+cos(Bt)
2
sin(Bt)
2
sin(Bt)
B
1−cos(Bt)
B
− sin(Bt)
2
1+cos(Bt)
2
cos(Bt)−1
B
sin(Bt)
B
−B sin(Bt)
4
B(cos(Bt)−1)
4
1+cos(Bt)
2
sin(Bt)
2
B(1−cos(Bt))
4
−B sin(Bt)
4
− sin(Bt)
2
1+cos(Bt)
2
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ . (111)
Checks.
That F (0) = I can be checked by inspection. Moreover:
dF
dt
=
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
− (B/2) sin (Bt) (B/2) cos (Bt) cos (Bt) sin (Bt)
− (B/2) cos (Bt) − (B/2) sin (Bt) − sin (Bt) cos (Bt)
− (B2/4) cos (Bt) − (B2/4) sin (Bt) − (B/2) sin (Bt) (B/2) cos (Bt)
(B2/4) sin (Bt) − (B2/4) cos (Bt) − (B/2) cos (Bt) − (B/2) sin (Bt)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ .(112)
Hence: (dF/dt)t=0 = G as it should be. That F
−1 (dF/dt) ≡(t) G should instead be
checked numerically.
Also one should check that:
F˜ · ΩD · F = ΩD. (113)
This is equivalent to
G˜ · ΩD + ΩD ·G = 0, (114)
where:
ΩD =
∣∣∣∣∣ 02×2 I2×2−I2×2 02×2
∣∣∣∣∣ (115)
and this is easily checked.
‖ In fact they are proportional to the coordinates of the center of the Larmor orbit [10]. See also eq.ns
(108) and (109) below.
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4. Weyl Systems, Quantization and the Von Neumann Uniqueness Theorem
We recall here briefly how Weyl systems are defined and how one can implement the
Weyl-Wigner-von Neumann quantization programme. Let (E, ω) be a symplectic vector
space with ω a constant symplectic form. A Weyl system is a strongly continuous map:
W : E → U (H) from E to the set of unitary operators on some Hilbert space H
satisfying (we set here ~ = 1 for simplicity):
W (e1)W (e2) = e i2ω(e1,e2)W (e1 + e2) ; e1, e2 ∈ H (116)
or¶:
W (e1)W (e2) = eiω(e1,e2)W (e2)W (e1) . (117)
It is clear that operators associated with vectors on a Lagrangian subspace will
commute pairwise and can then be diagonalized simultaneously. Von Neumann’s
theorem states then that: a) Weyl systems do exist for any finite-dimensional symplectic
vector space and: b) the Hilbert spaceH can be realized as the space of square-integrable
complex functions on a Lagrangian subspace L ⊂ E with the translationally-invariant
Lebesgue measure. Decomposing then E as L ⊕ L∗, one can define U =: W|L∗ and
V =:W|L and realize their action on H = L2 (L, dnx) (dimE = 2n) as:
(V (x)ψ) (y) = ψ (x+ y)
(U (α)ψ) (y) = eiα(y)ψ (y)
x, y ∈ L, α ∈ L∗.
(118)
As a consequence of the strong continuity of the mapping W one can write, using
Stone’s theorem [11]:
W (e) = exp {iR (e)} ∀e ∈ E, (119)
where R (e), which depends linearly on e, is the self-adjoint generator of the one-
parameter unitary group W (te) , t ∈ R.
If {T (t)}t∈R is a one-parameter group of symplectomorphisms (T (t)T (t′) =
T (t+ t′) ∀t, t′ and: Tt (t)ωT (t) = ω ∀t), then we can define:
Wt (e) =:W (T (t) e) . (120)
This being an automorphism of the unitary group will be inner and will be therefore
represented as a conjugation with a unitary transformation belonging to a one-parameter
unitary group associated with the group {T (t)}. If T (t) represents the dynamical
evolution associated with a linear vector field, then we can write:
Wt (e) = eitĤW (e) e−itĤ (121)
and Ĥ will be (again in units ~ = 1) the quantum Hamiltonian of the system.
Uniqueness part of Von Neumann’s theorem states that different realizations of a
Weyl system on Hilberts spaces of square-integrable functions on different Lagrangian
¶ This is also called the ”Weyl form” of the commutation relations.
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subspaces of the same symplectic vector space are unitarily related, a conspicuous and
well known example being the realization, in the case of T ∗Rn with coordinates (qi, pi)
and with the standard symplectic form, of the associated Weyl system on square-
integrable functions of the q’s or, alternatively, of the p’s, that are related by the Fourier
transform. In this sense the theorem is a uniqueness (up to unitary equivalence)
theorem. We would like to stress here that it is such if the linear structure (and
symplectic form) are assumed to be given once and for all.
As an example we shall consider here the case of a charged particle in a constant
magnetic field [12] (and in the symmetric gauge) as described in the previous section,
reinstating Planck’s constant in the appropriate places. We can choose as Hilbert
space that of the square-integrable functions on the Lagrangian subspace defined by:
U i = 0, i = 1, 2 (i.e. the subspace: ui = −Ai (q) in the original coordinates). Square-
integrable wave functions will be denoted as ψ (Q1, Q2) or ψ (Q) for short. Then we can
define the Weyl operators:
Ŵ(x, π) = exp
{
i
~
[
xÛ − πQ̂
]}
=: exp
{
i
~
[
x1Û
1 + x2Û
2 − π1Q̂1 − π2Q̂2
]}
(122)
acting on wavefunctions as:(
Ŵ(x, π)ψ
)
(Q) = exp
{
− i
~
π
(
Q +
x
2
)}
ψ (Q+ x) . (123)
Then: Û = −i~∇Q while Q̂ acts as the usual multiplication operator, i.e.: (Q̂iψ) (Q) =
Qiψ (Q). Eq. (122) can be rewritten in a compact way as:
Ŵ(x, π) = exp
{
i
~
ξTgX̂
}
, (124)
where:
ξ =
∣∣∣∣∣ xπ
∣∣∣∣∣ , X̂ =
∣∣∣∣∣ ÛQ̂
∣∣∣∣∣ (125)
and:
g =
∣∣∣∣∣ I2×2 00 −I2×2
∣∣∣∣∣ . (126)
The dynamical evolution defines then the one-parameter family of Weyl operators:
Ŵt (x, π) = Ŵ (x (t) , π (t)) = exp
{
i
~
[
x (t) Û − π (t) Q̂
]}
≡ exp
{
i
~
ξT (t) gX̂
}
, (127)
where:
ξ (t) = F (t) ξ. (128)
According to the standard procedure, this can be rewritten as:
Ŵt (x, π) = exp
{
i
~
[
xÛ (t)− πQ̂ (t)
]}
= exp
{
i
~
ξTgX̂ (t)
}
, (129)
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where:
X̂ (t) = F˜ (t) X̂
F˜ (t) = gF (t)T g
(130)
and F (t)T denotes the transpose of the matrix F (t). Explicitly:
Û1 (t) =
1
2
Û1(1 + cos (Bt))− 1
2
Û2 sin (Bt) +
B
4
Q̂1 sin (Bt)− B
4
Q̂2 (1− cos (Bt))
Û2 (t) =
1
2
Û1 sin (Bt) +
1
2
Û2 (1 + cos (Bt))− B
4
Q̂1 (cos (Bt)− 1) + B
4
Q̂2 sin (Bt) ,
(131)
and:
Q̂1 (t) =
1
B
Û1 sin (Bt) +
1
B
Û2 (cos(Bt)− 1)− 1
2
Q̂1(1 + cos (Bt)) +
1
2
Q̂2 sin (Bt)
Q̂2 (t) =
1
B
Û1 (1− cos (Bt)) + 1
B
Û2 sin (Bt)− 1
2
Q̂1 sin (Bt)− 1
2
Q̂2(1 + cos (Bt)).
(132)
Now:
Ŵt (x, π) = Û (t)† Ŵ (x, π) Û (t) ; Û (t) = exp
{
−it
~
Ĥ
}
(133)
and hence:
Q̂i (t) = Û (t)† Q̂iÛ (t) (134)
and similarly for the Û i’s. Expanding in t we find the commutation relations:
i
~
[
Û1, Ĥ
]
=
B
2
(
Û2 − B
2
Q̂1
)
i
~
[
Û2, Ĥ
]
= −B
2
(
Û1 +
B
2
Q̂2
) (135)
and:
i
~
[
Q̂1, Ĥ
]
= −
(
Û1 +
B
2
Q̂2
)
i
~
[
Q̂2, Ĥ
]
= −
(
Û2 − B
2
Q̂1
) (136)
that, using the commutation relations:
[
Q̂i, Û j
]
= i~δij are consistent with the
Hamiltonian:
Ĥ = 1
2
{(
Û1 +
B
2
Q̂2
)2
+
(
Û2 − B
2
Q̂1
)2}
, (137)
which is the quantum version of the Hamiltonian (95).
In the general case, if two non-linearly related linear structures (and associated
symplectic forms) are available, then one can set up two different Weyl systems realized
on two different Hilbert spaces. Functions that are square-integrable in one setting
need not be such in the other and viceversa, and that because, as already remarked,
the Jacobian of the coordinate transformation is not a constant. Morover, a necessary
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ingredient in the Weyl quantization program is the use of the (standard or symplectic)
Fourier transform. For the same reasons as outlined above, it is also clear that, as
already discussed, the two different linear structures will define genuinely different
Fourier transforms.
In this way one can ”evade” the uniqueness part of von Neumann’s theorem. What
the present discussion is actually meant at showing is that there are assumptions, namely
that the linear structure (and symplectic form) are given once and for all and are unique,
that are implicitly assumed but not explicitly stated in the usual formulations of the
theorem, and that, whenever more structures are available, the situation can be much
richer and lead to genuinely and non-equivalent (in the unitary sense) formulations of
Quantum Mechanics.
Let us illustrate these considerations by going back to the example of the 1D
harmonic oscillator that has been discussed in section 1. To quantize this system
according to the Weyl scheme we have first of all to select a Lagrangian subspace L
of R2 and a Lebesgue measure dµ on it defining then L2(L, dµ). When we endow R2
of the standard linear structure (39) we chose L = {(q, 0)} and dµ = dq. Alternatively,
when we use the linear structure (40), we take L′ = {(Q, 0)} and dµ = dQ. Notice that
L and L′ are the same subset of R2, defined by the conditions P = p = 0 and with
the coordinates related by the relation Q = qK(r = |q|). Nevertheless the two Hilbert
spaces L2(L, dµ) and L2(L′, dµ′) are not related via a unitary map since the Jacobian
of the coordinate transformations is not constant: dµ = (1 + 3λQ2)dµ′.
As a second step in the Weyl scheme, we construct in L2(L, dµ) the operator Uˆ(α):(
Uˆ(α)ψ
)
(q) = eiαq/~ψ(q) , ψ(q) ∈ L2(L, dµ), (138)
whose generator is xˆ = q, and the operator Vˆ (h):(
Vˆ (h)ψ
)
(q) = ψ(q + h) ψ(q) ∈ L2(L, dµ), (139)
which is generated by πˆ = −i~∂/∂q, and implements the translations defined by the
linear structure (39). The quantum Hamiltonian can be written as H = ~
(
a†a+ 1
2
)
where a = (xˆ+ iπˆ)/
√
2~ (here the adjoint is taken with respect to the complex structure
defined by the Lebesgue measure dq).
Similar expressions hold in L2(L′, dµ′) for xˆ′, πˆ′ and Uˆ ′(α), Vˆ ′(h). Notice that, as seen
as operators in the former Hilbert space, Vˆ ′(h) implements translations with respect to
the linear structure (40):
(Vˆ ′(h)ψ)(q) = ψ(q +(K) h). (140)
Now the quantum Hamiltonian is H ′ = ~
(
A†′A+ 1
2
)
with A = (xˆ′ + iπˆ′)/
√
2~, where
now the adjoint is taken with respect to the complex structure defined by the Lebesgue
measure dQ+.
+ A direct calculation shows that a† = 1√
2~
(
q − ~ ∂
∂q
)
whereas a†′ = 1√
2~
[
q − ~ ∂
∂q
− 6~λK(r)q(1+3λK(r)2q2)2
]
.
Also A†′ = 1√
2~
[
K(r)q − ~(1 + 3λK(r)2q2) ∂
∂q
]
. We notice that the transformation relating a† and A†′
is not of the type considered in in the second reference of [7].
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Finally we recall that, following the Weyl-Wigner-Moyal program [13], one defines
an “inverse” mapping of (actually Hilbert-Schmidt) operators onto square-integrable
functions in phase space endowed with a non-commutative “∗-product”, the Moyal
product [14]. The Moyal product is defined as:
(f ∗ g) (q, p) = f (q, p) exp
{
i~
2
[←−
∂
∂q
−→
∂
∂p
−
←−
∂
∂p
−→
∂
∂q
]}
g (q, p) . (141)
It defines in turn the Moyal bracket:
{f, g}M =:
1
i~
(f ∗ g − g ∗ f) (142)
and:
{f, g}M = {f, g}ω +O
(
~
2
)
, (143)
where {., }ω is the Poisson bracket defined by the symplectic form ω, and similarly with
the use of the second (i.e., (∂/∂Q, ∂/∂P )) linear structure. Different (and not unitarily
equivalent) Weyl systems will lead to different Moyal products and brackets, and to
different Poisson brackets in the classical limit.
For example, in the case of the 1D harmonic oscillator one has Eqn. (141) for the
ordinary Moyal product and,
(f ∗K g) (Q,P ) = f (Q,P ) exp
{
i~
2
[←−
∂
∂Q
−→
∂
∂P
−
←−
∂
∂P
−→
∂
∂Q
]}
g (Q,P ) , (144)
which define the corresponding Moyal brackets {f, g}M and {f, g}MK . It is not difficult
to check that, since[←−
∂
∂Q
−→
∂
∂P
−
←−
∂
∂P
−→
∂
∂Q
]
= D
[←−
∂
∂Q
−→
∂
∂P
−
←−
∂
∂P
−→
∂
∂Q
]
, (145)
eq. (43) will hold in the classical limit ~→ 0.
Appendix A. Further examples of ”exported” linear structures
• Relativistic addition of velocities. Let E = R, M = (−1, 1) and:
φ : x→ X =: tanhx. (A.1)
Then:
λ ·(φ) X = tanh
(
λ tanh−1 (X)
)
(A.2)
and:
λ ·(φ)
(
λ′ ·(φ) X
)
= λ ·(φ) tanh
(
λ′ tanh−1 (X)
)
=
= tanh
(
λλ′ tanh−1 (X)
)
= (λλ′) ·(φ) X,
(A.3)
while:
X +(φ) Y = tanh
(
tanh−1 (X) + tanh−1 (Y )
)
=
X + Y
1 +XY
, (A.4)
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which is nothing but the one-dimensional relativistic law (in appropriate units) for
the addition of velocities. It is also simple to prove that:(
X +(φ) Y
)
+(φ) Z = tanh
(
tanh−1
(
X +(φ) Y
)
+ tanh−1 (Z)
)
=
= tanh
(
tanh−1X + tanh−1 (Y ) + tanh−1 (Z)
) (A.5)
i.e. that: (
X +(φ) Y
)
+(φ) Z = X +(φ)
(
Y +(φ) Z
)
. (A.6)
Explicitly:
X +(φ) Y +(φ) Z =
X + Y + Z +XY Z
1 +XY +XZ + Y Z
. (A.7)
The mapping (9) is now:
X (t) = tanh
(
et tanh−1 (X)
)
(A.8)
and we obtain, for the Liouville field on (−1, 1):
∆ (X) =
(
1−X2) tanh−1 (X) ∂
∂X
(A.9)
and ∆ (X) = 0 for X = 0.
• Another similar example involves E = R,M = R+ = (0,+∞) and:
φ = x→ X = exp (x) . (A.10)
Then one can see easily that:
X ·(φ) X ′ = XX ′ (A.11)
and:
λ ·(φ) X = Xλ. (A.12)
In this way:
X (t) = φ
(
etφ−1(X)
)
= Xe
t
= exp
[
et ln (X)
]
(A.13)
and one finds the ”adapted” Liouville field:
∆ (X) = X ln (X)
∂
∂X
. (A.14)
Notice that here the fixed point of the Liouville field is X = 1 = φ (0).
• (In this example φ is a homeomorphism and not a diffeomorphism). Let E = M =
R and:
φ : x→ X = x3. (A.15)
Then:
X +(φ) Y =
(
3
√
X +
3
√
Y
)3
(A.16)
and:
λ ·(φ) X = λ3X. (A.17)
The proof that (4) and (5) are satisfied is elementary and will be omitted.
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• As a last example, we can consider the inverse stereographic projection of R2 onto
the Riemann sphere:
Φ : R2 → S2 − {0, 0, 1} (A.18)
by:
Φ : z → X = {x1, x2, x3} , x1 = z + z|z|2 + 1 , x2 =
z − z
i(|z|2 + 1) , x3 =
|z|2 − 1
|z|2 + 1 , (A.19)
that inverts to:
z = Φ−1 (X) =
x1 + ix2
1− x3 . (A.20)
Multiplication by a constant results in:
λ ·(Φ) X = X ′ (A.21)
with X ′ = {x′1, x′2, x′3} and:
x′1 =
2λx1
λ2 + 1 + x3 (λ2 − 1) , x
′
2 =
2λx1
λ2 + 1 + x3 (λ2 − 1) , x
′
3 =
λ2 − 1 + x3 (λ2 + 1)
λ2 + 1 + x3 (λ2 − 1) , (A.22)
(x′1)
2 + (x′2)
2 + (x′3)
2 = 1. Again: X ′ = X for λ = 1, while, for λ = 0, X ′ =
{0, 0,−1}. Moreover, for λ → ∞, x′1,2 → 0 while: x′3 → 1. Setting then: λ = et
and taking derivatives, we obtain:
dx1
dt
|t=0 = −x1x3, dx2
dt
|t=0 = −x2x3 (A.23)
and:
dx3
dt
= 1− x23. (A.24)
This defines the vector field:
∆ = −x1x3 ∂
∂x1
− x2x3 ∂
∂x2
+
(
1− x23
) ∂
∂x3
(A.25)
and it is easy to check that:
L∆
(
(x1)
2 + (x2)
2 + (x3)
2) = 0, (A.26)
i.e. that ∆ is indeed tangent to the sphere.
Switching to spherical polar coordinates:
x1 = sin θ cosφ, x2 = sin θ sinφ, x3 = cos θ, (A.27)
the equations of motion (A.23,A.24) take the simple form:
dθ
dt
= − sin θ, dφ
dt
= 0 (A.28)
and hence the field (A.25) become simply:
∆ = − sin θ ∂
∂θ
, (A.29)
which has a fixed point at θ = π.
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Explicitly, eq.ns (A.28) integrate to:
tan
(
θ (t)
2
)
= tan
(
θ
2
)
e−t, φ (t) = const. = φ (A.30)
(θ (0) = θ, φ (0) = φ), and θ flows towards the ”North Pole” θ = 0 when t → +∞ and
towards the ”South Pole” θ = π when t→ −∞.
Polar coordinates make all the calculations easier. Representing z as: z = ρ exp (iϕ)
and X with the polar angles θ and φ, the maps (A.19) and (A.20) become simply:
φ = ϕ
sin θ =
2ρ
ρ2 + 1
, cos θ =
ρ2 − 1
ρ2 + 1
(A.31)
and:
ϕ = φ
ρ = cot (θ/2)
(A.32)
respectively.
Then, given X = (θ, φ) , X ′ = (θ′, φ′):
Φ−1 (X) + Φ−1 (X ′) = ρ exp (iϕ) , (A.33)
with:
ρ =
√
cot2 (θ/2) + cot2 (θ′/2) + 2 cot (θ/2) cot (θ′/2) cos (φ− φ′) (A.34)
and:
cosϕ =
cot (θ/2) cosφ+ cot (θ′/2) cosφ′
ρ
, sinϕ =
cot (θ/2) sin φ+ cot (θ′/2) sinφ′
ρ
.(A.35)
It follows that:
X +(Φ) X
′ = (θ, φ) +(Φ) (θ
′, φ′) = (θ′′, φ′′) , (A.36)
where φ′′ = ϕ, with ϕ given by Eqn.(A.35) and:
sin θ′′ =
2ρ
ρ2 + 1
, cos θ′′ =
ρ2 − 1
ρ2 + 1
, (A.37)
with ρ given now by Eqn.(A.34). In particular, if φ = φ′, then φ′′ = φ and:
sin θ′′ = 2
cot (θ/2) + cot (θ′/2)
(cot (θ/2) + cot (θ′/2))2 + 1
,
cos θ′′ =
(cot (θ/2) + cot (θ′/2))2 − 1
(cot (θ/2) + cot (θ′/2))2 + 1
.
(A.38)
Concerning multiplication by a (real) constant, we have:
λ ·(Φ) X = λ ·(Φ) (θ, φ) = (θ′, φ) , (A.39)
with:
sin θ′ =
2λ cot (θ/2)
λ2 cot2 (θ/2) + 1
, cos θ′ =
λ2 cot2 (θ/2)− 1
λ2 cot2 (θ/2) + 1
. (A.40)
Here too, for λ → 0,+∞, θ′ flows towards the South Pole and the North Pole
respectively.
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